TV & FURNITURE ANTI-TIP SAFETY STRAP
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
READ INSTRUCTIONS COMPLETELY PRIOR TO INSTALLATION
Never place TV on an unstable stand. If stand is not stable, a second set of
straps is required to secure the stand to the wall. When anchoring to wall,
always mount to the center of a solid wall stud. Only use on furniture which
has a solid wood surface to secure screws. Always drill pilot holes in
furniture and wall studs before anchoring screws. Installation of anti-tip
straps does not replace the need for adult supervision. Never let children
play with or climb on TV or furniture.
Required Tools: drill, Philips screwdriver, stud finder, measuring tape.

TV INSTALLATION:
STEP 1 – Locate the upper VESA mounting holes on the back of TV and select the correct included bolt size
(and washer) to fit TV. Note: washers are only required (and included) for the smallest bolt size.
STEP 2 – Mount plate #1, with large center hole, to the VESA mounting holes on TV using the correct bolt
size, (and washer if needed) determined in step 1. Bolt should be mounted through the large center hole and
tightened into VESA mounting hole. Repeat for both sides of
TV, 1 strap per side.

STEP 3 (a) – If securing TV to wall or if TV stand does not have solid wood surface to mount to, skip to step
3(b). Hold plate #2 over furniture at desired install location and mark two outside holes with a pencil. Drill two
small pilot holes at marked locations, then secure plate #2 to furniture using provided 1”screws. Strap must
loop from the underside through to the top of the cam buckle to hold firmly in place. Pull strap until tight.
Repeat for both straps, one on each side.

STEP 3 (b) – Locate the center of a wall stud using a stud
finder. Hold plate #2 approximately 6”below the level of the upper VESA mount where plate #1 is installed.
Align the center hole with the center of the wall stud and mark with pencil. Drill a small pilot hole at marked
location then secure plate #2 to wall using provided 2 ½”screw. Strap must loop from the underside through
to the top of the cam buckle to hold firmly in place. Pull strap until tight. Repeat for both straps, one on each
side.

FURNITURE INSTALLATION:
Always use two straps per piece of furniture. Only use on furniture which has a solid wood surface to
secure screws.
STEP 1 – Locate the center of a wall stud using a stud finder. Hold plate #2, with smaller center hole,
approximately 6-8”below the top of the furniture. Drill small pilot hole at marked location, then secure
plate #2 to wall using provided 2 ½”screw.

STEP 2 –Hold plate #1, with larger center hole, over furniture at desired install location. Mark two outside
holes with a pencil. Drill small pilot holes at marked locations then secure plate #1 to furniture using
provided 1”screws. Strap must loop from the underside through to the top of the cam buckle to hold firmly
in place. Pull strap until tight. Repeat for both straps, one on each side.
These directions are also available on jessaleona.com

